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Creatio develops control and monitoring
systems designed to achieve maximum energy
eﬃciency in every single project.

Our catalogue oﬀers two diﬀerent areas:
One of them is focused on the
design and manufacturing of
electric and electronic systems,
from the smallest electronic
card/chip to electrical control and
power cabinets.
Ÿ The second area develops the
software and its associated
functionalities
Ÿ Data Monitoring
Ÿ Data Analysis
Ÿ Energy audits
Ÿ Remote control of
installations
Ÿ

To that end, we apply the lastest technology in
all our electronic components, our website
platforms for the data storage and analysis, and
the control of all kind of installations.
Our systems are applicable to any sector:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Industry
Energy
Agricultural and livestock
Housing
Oﬃces
Shopping centres
Research

Thus, they can be used as a tool to facilitate an
eﬃcient and eﬀective implementation of the
Energy Management Systems ISO 50001 as well
as all technological requirements of Industry 4.0

Hardware

Software and Services
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electronics
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Automation and
control systems

Connection to
equipments

CreatioWeb!

Creatio PI
Datalogger
MQTT
LoRaWAN
Sigfox
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Sensors
Energy meters

Monitoring
and Data Platform
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Data analysis.
Energy
eﬃciency

Problems
detection.
Alerts Messenger

.

Enery Audits

Maintentance Manag.
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Equipments
control
Programming
of commands
Installation Control

Industria
4.0
Investimenti,
produttività e
innovazione
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Power and control
electric cabinets

Energy Management
System

ISO 50001
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Industrial electrónics
Internet of Things (IoT)

Creatio projects, designs and manufactures
Industrial Electronic solutions tailored to
meet the speciﬁc requirements of each
project, specializing in IoT world.
We have experience working for the
automobile and energy industries, mainly
developing the electronics to control all
sort of biomass boilers (water, air or steam)
of any size or scale, and with multiple
expansion opportunities.
Only high quality components are used,
ensuring proper and accurate functioning
in extreme conditions and aggressive
environments.

NEW

Creatio LoraSensor ST

Creatio LoraSensor CO2

Creatio Pixel

Multifunction sensor to measure temperature,
humidity and light intensity in visible and
infrared ranges.

Multifunction sensor to measure humidity and
CO2 level.

Multifunction sensor to measure temperature,
humidity and light intensity in visible and
infrared ranges.

It transmits through LoRaWAN wireless
communication networks, making an easy
development of IoT projects

Co2 sensor can be added. Direct Modbus RTU
output.

Creatio A3 board

Creatio I/O board

Creatio Lambda board

Very high performance board for biomass
boilers control. It oﬀers remote online
(internet) control, and its functionalities can be
expanded, depending on the size of the system
to be controlled, adding pumps control, mixing
valves, biomass supply systems, etc.

Generic use board with analogue and digital
input and output connections as well as inputs
for temperature sensors.

Board for controlling and processing the
lambda probe meterings of oxigen level. (O2).

It transmits through LoRaWAN wireless
communication networks, making an easy
development of IoT projects

Connectivity under Modbus protocol to Creatio
PI Datalogger and any other device.

Signal available via analog or Modbus
communication output.
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automation
systems

In addition to our tailored Electronic
solutions, Creatio oﬀers and develops
control systems running through standard
PLCs leading manufacturers, incorporating
bespoke electronical functions, as
speciﬁcally needed:
Boiler rooms
Production / Manufacturing processes
controls.
Ÿ Biomass storage / feeding systems.
Ÿ Access control to buildings.
Ÿ Components assembling line control.
Ÿ
Ÿ

Most of our systems are provided with
touchscreens for a more intuitive and userfriendly handling.

Cooling
Tower
UTA1

UTA1

UTA2

UTA2

Thermal power
plant Circuit

UTA3

Cooling
Circuit

Gas
Cogeneration
Unit

Absorption
Unit

Auxiliar
Refrigerating Unit

electrical power
and control cabinets
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Control and power cabinet for a
4MW thermal power plant

Finally, we are combining our own
switchboards and generic control systems
with electrical power pannels ready for
connection.
All our electrical pannels are made
according to the CEI 61439 Rule.
Creatio is well prepared to design and
build electrical pannels of any size and/or
produced in small series or bespoken /
customized products designed to meet
particular and individual needs.
In addition, we can use speciﬁc
components/materials, according to
customer requirements.

Serial production control cabinets
for biomass power plants.

Control and power cabinet for a 4
boilers room.
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creatio pI
datalogger

Creatio PI Datalogger is the solution to
link all Creatio control systems and
facilities management by / through
CreatioWeb platform.
Furthermore, Creatio PI Datalogger
operates in a two-way direction: (i)
collects and transfers data from
connected devices to the website
platform, and (ii) receives messages and
instructions from the platform turning
them into speciﬁc actions sent to
connected devices in remote
installations.
Three diﬀerent types of devices can be
connected to Creatio PI Datalogger:
1. Sensors for measuring any variable:

w Enviromental: temperature,
humedity, Co2, brightness...
w Energy (thermal or electrical):
voltage, current, power, harmonics
energy meters...
2. Connection to equipments or devices:
through Modbus or Bacnet
communication protocols, all operating
data collected from devices is
transmitted to central controlling
systems which generate online orders or
instructions to optimise the
equipment/devices functioning.
3. Connection to systems developed by
third parties for various purposes:
security, domotic systems, public street
lighting systems, water management...

Architecture:
Creatio PI Datalogger is prepared to connect
all sort of devices (wired and/or wireless) and
stores the collected data in the assigned
location of the website platform; users may
have access to stored data through

HMI

All kind of sensors and probes

PI Datalogger Cabinet
for controlling a 150kw
water cooling unit
and harmonics enery meter.
TV for showing data

Energy, water, gas meters

Cooling equipments, electricity generators, boilers, solar systems...
Third-part systems

monitoring and
data platform
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The ﬁrst step for a correct management
of energy is to compile and centralise all
data from functioning systems; in our
experience, dispersion of data is one of
the main challenges when designing data
controlling systems.
Creatio oﬀers customized platforms
designed to collect data from diﬀerent
installations and devices, setting up a
data centralised point, saving time and
money in the search for dispersed data
from diﬀerent devices.
An additional advantage when compiling
data in a centralized manner is the

possibility of combining relevant data
even when they are extracted from
diﬀerent devices.
At a glance, you can check the current
condition of the equipments and the
controlled indicators: operations,
consumptions, alarms, etc.
You can access to collected and stored
data at any time from anywhere in the
world.

data analysis.
energetic efficiency
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Once the necessary data is collected,
along with the installation knowledge
and corresponding equipment, it comes
the data analysis phase.
At that point, it can be known the real
equipment functioning (almost always
unknown) which can provide strong
arguments to modify the equipment
operation. In some cases, operating
errors can be detected and in others
functioning will be optimised, achieving
same levels of performance at lower
costs.

200 KW Cooling Rooftop Unit
The graph shows the functioning
of the machine in two diﬀerent
moments.
The ﬁrst is the starting time of
collecting operating data.
Through the day, It can be
observed constant sequenced of
switching on and oﬀ, which means
higher consumption and
equipment erosion.
Following data analysis and the
necessary adjustments
commanded from the web
platform a great diﬀerence in
performance can be easily
appreciated.
As a result, the equipment starts
up only once early morning, and
then the interior temperature
levels are maintained constant,
thus no electricity compressors
consumption is needed.
In this example, energy savings are
estimated at 80%, and additional
savings come from lower rates of
equipment erosion.

A joint study of the installation and the
data collected allows us to perform a
correct and eﬀective Energy Audit.
The Energy Audit shows a picture of the
energy management at a particular time.
Data analysis over time allows us to test
the eﬀectiveness of the measures taken
and its suitability so the aim of the work
is to continue over the long term; this is
an ongoing process of observation,
analysis and improvement.

Industry 4.0

maintenance management and
advanced control
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Advanced maintenance management.

An additional advantage from data
centralisation is the improvement of the
maintenance management of
equipments and facilities.
Our monitoring and controlling devices
and applications are prepared to transmit
equipment alarm reports at the exact
moment of the failure. Moreover, alerts
can be set up in the system to indicate
equipment deviations from certain levels
of predeﬁned parameters.

Furthermore, the preventive
maintenance model as it is currently
known, will turn into an “on-demand
maintenance model”, as in many cases
maintenance will not need to be applied
periodically, but only when components
reach the end of their productive life, or
after a number of real working hours.
All these parameters are shown via our
monitoring and control platforms.

As a result, corrective maintenance can
be implemented sooner, as the alerts
system reacts at the time initial problems
are detected.

Centralised installations control

Finally, data integration platform
provides us with the possibility of
controlling installations and multiple
devices in real time, from one single
point, with no need to have as many
applications as equipments are placed in
a speciﬁc installation.

machinery switch on/oﬀ, or changes in
certain parameters; the system keeps
record of all instructed actions or
commands, facilitating equipments
traceability.

In this way, any command can be
modiﬁed inmediately or delayed.
In addition, it is possible to develop
programs instructing and controlling
periodic or repetitive actions, such as

Industry
4.0
Integrated automation
& Cloud Innovations

energy management
system ISO 50001
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As a consequence of the above, a proper
Energy Management is achieved,
satisfaying client´s real needs at a
minimum cost.
And this is the precise target of the
Energy Management System IOS 50001
rule implementation, a more ambitious
objective than a simple energy audit.
Energy Management System is a longterm “modus operandi” suitable for
companies, industries and institutions,
and its implementation stage is at a
similar level than those for Quality
Management System ISO 9001 or
Environmental Management System ISO
14001.

Appropiate monitoring and control
devices and applications can help
equipments to maintain their
consumption at minimum levels, as well
as to extend their productive life.
Our control tools can clearly form part of
the companies´ management policy of
ongoing improvement, including
monitoring and data analysing in order to
determine which actions required to be
undertaken, which will be reviewed on a
continous basis in order to establish their
suitability.

Energy
Policy
Management
Review

Continuous
improvement

Energy
Planning

Application
and operation

Veriﬁcation

Non-conformity and
immediate, corrective
and preventive actions

Monitoring and
data analysis
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